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 40.49.0 ix1d.v3.40.49.0.beta.exe // Interpix IX1D v3.40.49.0 beta // Interpix.IX1Dv3.40.49.0.beta.zip ix1d.v3.40.49.0.beta.zip Interpix IX1D v3.40.49.0 beta Description: This version is the 3.4.0 beta version of the IX1D Software to perform forward and inverse modeling in terms of a layered earth with resistivity and optional IP depth. The IX1D Software is designed to model the earth in a 3-D
Cartesian space.Spring and berries Spring was only a little bit late this year. The snow is slowly but surely melting. The early spring air feels fresh and fresh; also the berry trees are standing all over the roads. About two weeks ago we decided to have lunch with our new friends from Germany. You should know that I love to go out to eat. The food is delicious, the people are so nice and relaxed and I
always feel a little bit lighter after I leave that restaurant. I love that feeling. We drove to a restaurant that was recommended to us. We got there a little bit late but that was ok because we were walking in. The restaurant was called ‘Kinnert’. It was a restaurant and a wine bar and a café and everything! They had delicious salads with a variety of cheeses, delicious sourdough bread and salted nuts and

they had homemade cake, coffee, juice and a wine bar! In the restaurant you could also order a glass of wine by the glass, also by the bottle and we chose two options. You could choose a red or a white wine by the glass, also by the bottle. You could also choose sparkling or still water. The red and white wines were both very tasty. They were both well-balanced and delicious. We had an apple tart for
dessert which was delicious! I’ll definitely go there again. I highly recommend their coffee, 82157476af
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